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500mWhy Domotel Olympia

Take Only Memories,  

Leave Only Footprints  

Chief Seattle

From Aristotelous square
Domotel Olympia is a breath of fresh air in central Thessaloniki, just a

five- minute walk from Aristotelous Square. 

Everything from its sleek, modern layout to its sophisticated urban views 

and high-tier gastronomy acts as an invitation to an unforgettable stay, 

whether for leisure or for business purposes. 

Its guests are greatly pleased with the services of this newly refurbished 

hotel; an excellent level of F&B safety and hygiene protocols puts all 

visitors at instant ease here.



At a distance of only 5’ on foot by the 

Aristotelous Square, Domotel Olympia is in the 

thick of things; this is the place to be when

visiting this historic and elegant city, ideal for

business or pleasure.

Thessaloniki is a hub of art, culture and 

architecture with a lot to take in, and Domotel 

Olympia is the perfect place from which to

explore all it has to offer.

Thessaloniki Airport 17 km 

Thessaloniki Port 1 km 

Thessaloniki Train Station 1.8 km

Location



Domotel Olympia

Escape to your private Eden

A modern getaway in the centre of a buzzing 

metropolis, Domotel Olympia complements its 

surroundings with exquisitely contemporary design, 

favouring elegant lines and a light colour palette, 

details ideal for networking or just relaxing on a 

leisure experience.

Its meeting facilities provide the perfect backdrop 

and equipment for corporate excellence, with an 

inviting restaurant and a stylish bar that offer 

handpicked flavour options from morning till night

as well as rooms tailor-made to suit  the traveler of

today.



Domotel Olympia

A history of brilliance

Its history began in 1932, when Nikolaos Christopoulos 

opened the doors to the first public bath house in 

Thessaloniki, Loutra Olympia, offering residents the 

novelty of available showers, spa services and wellness 

treatments. 

In 1964, Loutra Olympia was completely reimagined to 

include the first hotel in Thessaloniki, along with the 

already- existing bath house, elevating the city’s levels of 

elegance and finesse. It took on its current form in 2007,

when it was redesigned to draw in the modern traveller 

and renamed “Hotel Olympia”, a striking addition to the

Domotel Hotels & Resorts chain.



A contemporary getaway

Inspired by the elegance of minimalism, each room and suite of Domotel 

Olympia offers a haven of serenity and convenience, where every possible 

requirement is taken care of with style.

Guests can find the ideal starting point from which to discover Thessaloniki.

Room Types:

o Standard Room

o Executive Room

o Family Room

o Junior Suite

o Room for Guests with Disabilities

A soul of hospitality and a heart 

of humanity is a house of love, 

peace, freedom, liberty and 

justice.

Auliq Ice

Accommodation



•

o 14 - 16 sq.m.

o 1 double bed / 2 single beds

o Bathroom with shower

o Satellite flat TV

o Private balcony

Standard Room 



o 18 sq.m.

o 1 double bed / 2 single beds

o Bathroom with shower

o Satellite flat TV

o Private Balcony with view to the Roman Forum
of Thessaloniki

o Electric kettle

Executive Room



•

o 26 sq.m.

o 1 double bed or 2 single beds & 1 sofa bed

o Satellite flat TV

o Private balcony with view to the Roman

Forum of Thessaloniki

o Can accommodate a baby cot or an extra
bed, for child up to 10 years old

o Electric kettle

Family Room



•

o 30 sq.m.

o 1 double bed & 1 sofa bed

o Satellite flat TV

o Bathroom with bathtub

o Jacuzzi for two

o Bathrobes

o Private balcony, with panoramic view, to the Roman 

Forum of Thessaloniki and the the Government House

o Can accommodate a baby cot or an extra bed for a

child up to 10 years old

o Complimentary machine of Nespresso coffee

machine with up to 3 capsules

o Electric kettle

Junior Suite



•

Well-equipped and designed for people in need of 

special accommodations, with comfortable wheelchair 

access.

o 28 sq.m.

o 1 double bed or 2 single beds & 1 sofa bed

o Special installation and bath equipment for guests 

with disabilities

o Satellite flat TV

o Electric kettle

Room for 
Disabled Guests



•

Hotel & Room Amenities

Hotel

o Electric car charging station 

o Electric bicycles & scooters

o Pet friendly

o Easy access for guests with disabilities

o Restaurant/Bar/Cafe

Rooms

o Parquet floors

o Bathtub / shower

o Safety deposit box 

o Mini fridge with bottled water

o Flat TV with satellite channels

o Rooms’ controlled air condition

o Free Wi-Fi 

o Hairdryer

o Magnifying mirror

o Slippers

o Branded personal care items

o Wake – up call service 

o Iron & ironing board (upon request)



Delectable flavour discovery

For a dining experience in Thessaloniki beyond any other, guests and visitors 

to this great city can visit the excellent venues of Domotel Olympia.

At Ydor, dishes are put together with finesse and style to satisfy a guest’s 

every craving with contemporary Mediterranean cuisine, and the Lounge 

Bar is the place to be when one is on the lookout for a coffee, snack or

cocktail.

Dining Experience

After a good dinner one 

can forgive anybody, even

one's own relations. 

Oscar Wilde



Ydor Restaurant

Breakfast to private dining

The day begins with regionally sourced options at 

Ydor Restaurant, with a breakfast that is recognised by 

the Hellenic Chamber of Hotels for Greek Breakfast 

and offers local favourites, such as creamy ‘bougatsa’ 

pie, as well as international options.

In the evening, a well put- together à la carte menu 

offers a world of tantalising choices, which can also be

enjoyed at an inviting private dining space, perfect for 

hosting a special dinner or business lunch.



Lounge Bar

Coffee and drinks with a dash
of creativity

This prime meeting point serves excellent coffee and 

light dishes, put together by talented baristas who know 

exactly how to give visitors that much-needed midday 

boost. 

Every evening here is accompanied by exquisite mixology

and a variety of enticing wine labels to choose from.



A venue for every corporate occasion

Domotel Olympia is the ideal place in which to host a

professional gathering, as it boosts the remarkable Omicron 

Conference hall, a multipurpose space that can 

accommodate anything from seminars and exhibitions to 

social events. 

For more exclusive corporate happenings, five meeting 

rooms, each with its own special features, are available, 

equipped with updated technological features and

designed to inspire.

Banquet & Meeting Rooms

Opportunities don't happen. 

You create them.

Chris Grosser



Omicron 
Conference Hall

o 85 sq.m.

o Up to 100 guests

o Super-fast Wi-Fi internet access

o Natural light

o Cutting-edge technological equipment

o Banquet facilities

o Technical support

o F&B services



Discover the historic city and its surroundings

Domotel Olympia is the ideal place from which to 

explore Thessaloniki and its hidden gems — most of

which are in walking distance — as well as the beauty

and variety of its surrounding areas. From visits to 

museums to excursions in natural destinations, 

including the breathtaking Kerkini Lake, there are 

endless options here for the entire family. 

Authenticity abounds in the stately churches and the 

Ladadika district; every day here is a new discovery that’s 

bound to be unforgettable!

Unforgettable destinations

Wherever you go, go with all 

your heart.

Confucius



Nea Paralia
A relaxing seaside stroll

Thessaloniki is known for Nea Paralia (Thessaloniki

Beach Promenade), its most popular place for a city 

walk which brings visitors by the well-known White 

Tower and the vibrant Nikis Square. 

Here, the sea breeze and intriguing vistas create a

refreshing combination and spark a unique carefree 

feeling.

For a special treat, it’s possible to book a horse-and-

carriage ride for an authentic tour of some truly

remarkable urban landmarks.



The Ladadika District

Thessaloniki’s hot spot

Contradictions are both beautiful and intriguing in the 

Ladadika District at a 10-minute walk from Domotel 

Olympia, which is both Thessaloniki’s “old town” and a 

buzzing destination for gastronomy and entertainment, 

whilst its Valaoritou Street is the city’s go-to for vibrant 

nightlife. 

The colourful homes and cobbled streets here are teeming

with excitement at all hours of the day, whilst the original 

character of this neighbourhood, which has been at the 

centre of the action here for hundreds of years, is still intact

as it has been declared a historic monument by the Ministry

of Culture.

editorial use



Extraordinary  
Churches

Momentous places of worship

Thessaloniki and its surrounding areas are home to a 

collection of churches of great significance, including

the Church of Agios Dimitrios, which is dedicated to 

the patron saint of the city and dates back to the 7th 

century AD. 

The central Church of Agia Sofia, as well as the 

Monastery of Vlatades in the Ano Poli area with its 

spectacular view, are two more stunning examples, 

designed with traditional Byzantine architecture.



Landmarks of great 
significance

The historic heart of the city

The city centre of Thessaloniki is teeming with 

structures and institutions which are part of its rich 

history and culture. Its Monastir Synagogue is a 

historic building which was constructed in the early 

20th century and saved during World War II by a Red

Cross requisition, at a walking distance of 5 minutes 

from the hotel. 

Guests can continue on foot or by bike or scooter to 

the Atatürk Museum, which is only 7 minutes away 

from this point, and is housed in the former home of 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founder of the modern

Turkish state.



Thessaloniki Food Tour

An unforgettable
gastronomic destination

Visitors to Thessaloniki will discover that they have 

found themselves in a culinary hub filled with 

delicious local delicacies and explore Thessaloniki Food 

Tour! 

This includes everything from a visit to the Kapani 

Market, only 6 minutes away from Domotel Olympia

on foot, to a taste of traditional treats and beverages, 

with plenty of breaks to take photos along the way.

editorial use



Bit Bazar

A hidden gem near 
Domotel Olympia

Just down the street from our hotel, the Bit Bazar is 

one of Thessaloniki’s treasured destinations, still fairly 

unknown by tourists. 

Surrounded by tall buildings, this inner square is

filled with quaint antique shops, as well as traditional 

tavernas with outdoor seating that serve wine and

small, local delicacies.

Its relaxed atmosphere and 1- minute proximity to 

Domotel Olympia make it a must- see for all visitors

to our city!



Museums & 
monuments

A cultural experience

In Thessaloniki, visiting museums and monuments is a must as

there is a collection of exceptional institutions to explore. 

For a taste of antiquity, tour the Archaeological Museum of 

Thessaloniki, filled with exhibits from various eras of Greece’s 

ancient history, and visit the Rotunda of Galerius, the oldest 

Orthodox church in the city, which was constructed over a

millennium ago.

Lovers of the arts will also enjoy exploring the Macedonian 

Museum of Modern Art with an impressive collection of 2,000

pieces, as well as the Museum of Byzantine Culture which 

offers a journey back in time through striking paintings and 

artefacts.



A heaven of archaeological
importance

Located at a distance of under one hour from Domotel 

Olympia, Vergina, a picturesque village in Imathia, was a 

centre of the ancient world as the first capital of 

Macedonia.

This Unesco World Heritage Site at the foot  of Mount 

Pieria includes various archaeological sites: temples, an 

amphitheatre, and, most importantly, the world-

renowned Royal Tombs, which can be discovered in

depth at the Museum of the Royal Tombs of Aigai.

Vergina



Mount Olympus

Home of the Greek gods

The tallest mountain in Greece and a destination that 

played a central role in Greek mythology, Mount 

Olympus was known to be the “home of the Greek 

gods” and has now become a popular climbing spot

for sports enthusiasts. 

Located at a 3-hour drive from Thessaloniki, this 

National Park can accommodate both novice and 

advanced climbers and boasts plenty of hiking routes

in the fresh mountain air.



Kerkini Lake
An excursion amid gorgeous
scenery

Found at a distance of an 1,30 hrs by car from 

Domotel Olympia, Kerkini Lake is a blissful natural 

haven between Mount Beles and the vast Valley of  

Serres. 

This wetland habitat is home to nearly 300 different 

species of wildlife, including graceful flamingoes and 

great buffalos; it’s easy to spot these majestic creatures

during a peaceful hike here, whilst the nearby Dam of

Kerkini Lake is perfect for birdwatching.



Dion

The sacred city of antiquity

Found at the northern edge of Mount Olympus, Dion is 

an ancient city at a distance of one hour from 

Thessaloniki, considered a place of holy nature by the 

early Macedonians; here, Alexander the Great made  

sacrifices to Greek god Zeus before each of his 

expeditions!

It’s filled with temples-built millennia ago, such as the 

Sanctuary of Demeter and the Sanctuary of Zeus 

Hypsistos. Visitors can learn more at the Archaeological 

Museum of Dion, or simply tour its historic streets and

take in their sights.



65 Olympou str., 54 631, Thessaloniki, T. +30 2310 366466

E: hotelolympia@domotel.gr, www.domotel.gr

Contact Details


